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Description
Hi,
i tried tinymce again and it seems that there is a problem with IE (e.g. v8). sometimes it works but sometimes (and right now always)
i get the error "ungültiges argument"
debugger tells me this line:
w.execScript(co); // IE
in tiny_mce_gzip.js #185
History
#1 - 2009-12-10 12:03 - Thomas Allmer
- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback
iirc this is due to the bad html code from TYPO3. So if you use IE8 you start using it in the "default" standard mode and then you use TYPO3 and IE
decides that the HTML code is soo bad that it needs to switch to the emulate IE7 mode. With the change some frame relations get lost I guess. So
maybe try to switch on the emulate IE7 Mode in you IE8 before logging in to TYPO3.
Alternatively you could try to set
RTE.default.useFEediting = 1
which will always load the full JS - so it doesn't need any frame relations.
by the way what TYPO3 version are you using?
#2 - 2009-12-10 12:30 - Georg Ringer
Hi,
I use 4.4.dev (trunk)
useFEediting = 1 seems to work
but without it also didn't work in IE7 or using IE8 and compatibility mode
#3 - 2010-01-21 11:55 - Thomas Allmer
ok, just tested my latest version at github with TYPO3 4.3.1 and it works fine in IE8 and IE7
well yeah they added the "<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=8" />" for IE8
so if you still need the useFEediting = 1 it might be because of 4.4dev?
#4 - 2010-01-24 21:19 - Thomas Allmer
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Closed
uploaded new version v0.5.0 to TER if problem persists feel free to reopen the ticket
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